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A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO EVALUATE AND CONTROL
SUGAR LOSSES TO THE COOLING TOWER

By C. R.CREBO

CG Smith Sugar Limited, Umzimkulu

Abstract

Carry-over of sugar to the coolingtower is costlyand can
impact appreciably on undetermined loss. The essence of
good factory control is determining the cause of sugar loss
at the earliestpossiblestage. To achievethis areas ofconcern
must be recognised, and levels of contamination must be

. determined through proper laboratory control methods. In
this paper sampling techniques are described, and factory
operations likely to be the source of sugar lossesto the cool
ingtower are identified. Practicalexperience in tracinglosses
at Umzimkulu mill is related.

Introduction

Any mill that has had sugar carry-over to the cooling
tower will know the frustrations in attempting to find the
cause of the problem. If one is lucky the problem can be
identified and rectified relatively quickly. However, the cause
of carry-over is difficult to identify and may take several
days to pinpoint. It may also necessitate taking plant offline
by having a mill stop or waiting for a weekend shutdown.
Either way it is hoped that the cause has been correctly
identified, otherwise additional losses will occur after re
starting. Umzimkulu experienced a sugar carry-over prob
lem during the 1990season, which amounted to about 112
tons ofsugar. This equalled0,09units on the seasonalboiling
house recovery (pol). During the investigation all possible
areas of contamination were identified and corrected. To
facilitate future investigations of this nature, equipment
modifications were carried out, sampling and laboratory
procedures were streamlined and factory procedures were
implemented.

Four key areas that can contribute to sugar losses to the
coolingtower are evaporators, pans, filters and crystallisers.
These are discussedand are followed by a short description
of the Umzimkulu experience. Findingsare summarisedand
conclusions drawn.

Procedures for measuring and monitoring

Sampling
The analysis recommended for an investigation of this

nature is the resorcinol/He1 method, which is accurate to
3ppm. The method usedfor sampling condenserwateracross
the evaporator, pan and filter condenser was a continuous
drip sample taken every two hours over a 24 hour period.
This was necessary to establish a trend.

A consistent difference greater than 50 ppm from con
denser water IN to condenser OUT would indicate a severe
carry-over problem. (Note:As the condenser should be con
densing pure water, the water OUT should be less contam
inated than the water IN, which makes any increasein sugar
contamination particularly severe.)

Sugar traces of over 100 ppm in coolingtower condenser
water were consistently recorded which indicated a severe
carry-over of sugar, and an appropriate investigation into
the causes was necessary.

Sources of losses investigated

Evaporators
The most likely source of contamination from the evap

orators is from the last vessel. The following causes were
investigated.

Metex screens
It is possible that the Metex screens were either poorly

fitted or may have shifted on the run. To check this, sight
glasses with spotlights were fitted above each set of Metex
screenswhichenabled one to visuallycheckwhethera screen
had shifted.At one stageit wasseenthat syrup droplets were
passing through due to a 'channelling' effect caused by the
screensbeingpartiallychoked.The screenswerecleanedand
correctly positioned, eliminating the problem.

Vacuum control
Fluctuating absolute pressurecontrol may cause the level

of juice in the vessel to rise and fall, thereby causingcarry
over . This can be caused by the position of the absolute
pressure control valve continuously alteringor 'hunting'. The
reason for this should be investigated. A likelycause could
be leaks in the tailpipe causing the water level to fluctuate
in the sealwell. Thesesymptomswerenoticedat Umzimkulu
early in June and contributed to the relatively high losses
recorded (weeks 7 to 10 in Figure I). A crack on the weld
of the tailpipe was the cause,but was very difficult to locate
due to the inaccessibility of the pipe. Rungs have since been
added to give access to the full length of this pipe.

The efficiency of vacuum pumps could also be the cause
of fluctuating vacuum. The reason could be water from the
condenser flooding the pumps. Sight glasses were installed
at the top of the evaporator condenser and on the vacuum
line to the pumps, to establish whether water was being
carried over to the vacuum pumps. This enabled quick ac
tion to be taken to rectify the problem.

The piping from the last effect to the condenser, the evap
orator vessel itself, and the condenser could also be likely
sourcesof leaks resulting in poor vacuum control. To check
for leaksin these areas the evaporators should be pressurised
with vapour and observed for tell-tale wisps of steam. This
may be done on a weekend shutdown when the vacuum
pumps and condenser water are off line. In this way nu
merous leaks were found and rectified.

Juice levels
Highsyrup levelin the last vessel may increasethe chances

of carry-over. This may be due to either poor pump effi
ciencyor blocked screenson the suction to the syrup pumps
(especially after weekend cleaning). For easy cleaning the
screenswere fitted inside a trap pot with a quick release lid.
The screens were checked before each weekend start.

Dirty tubes can causeslacksyrup due to poor heat transfer
and a tendency to operate at high levels. Incondensiblegas
valves were checked to ensure proper removal of gases to
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FIGURE 1 The carry-over in weeks 14 and 15 showing the corresponding increase in undetermined pol loss and decrease in boiling house
pol recovery.
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FIGURE 2 The general arrangement of the evaporator station last effect vessels.
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ensure an optimum heat transfer coefficient. Visual checks
to ensure adequate condensate removal were also carried
out to optimise the heat transfer coefficient.

Faulty level control for the last effectcould also contribute
to carry-over and this aspect should be investigated. The
level control valve could be faulty or manual control could
be poor, causing fluctuating juice levels.

Blockages in the feed piping may also cause fluctuating
juice levels. Fortunately no blockages were experienced al
though this aspect was considered. However, a broken feed
pipe in the 4A vessel caused syrup to shoot up the tubes
and overload the .Metex screens in the 4B vessel, causing
them to become partially choked. The screens lifted and
syrup was by-passing to the evaporator condenser. This was
seen through the sight glasses that had recently been fitted
(Figure 2).

Pans

Sampling
Condenser water from individual pans was sampled as

previously described. In addition, pans with external con
densers were checked by taking a sample from the vapour
pipe under vacuum using the 'bottle' method (Figure 3), and
were taken also from the tailpipe. The samples were taken
over a complete pan cycle.

For pans with internal condensers, a sample of condenser
water out of the pan was taken over the duration of a com
plete pan cycle using the 'bottle' method.

When any of the above sugar traces exceeded the specified
limits, causes were investigated and solutions found.

Entrainment return pipes
To prevent entrainment return pipes from becoming

blocked, a 25 mm water pipe was connected at the top of
the return pipe inside the pan save-all. This water pipe was
opened at regular intervals by the pan boiler during a cycle
to check whether the pipe was clear. All pan entrainment
return pipes were fitted with sight glasses(Figure 3).A sched
ule on each weekend mill stop was instituted to ensure that
rust build-up in the save-aIls was cleared. Save-aIlswere also
checked for holes, as short circuiting of the vapour path due
to corroded save-alls may cause syrup/molasses to be carried
straight into the vapour and tailpipe. This was observed in
one of the pans. All pan vapour pipes were fitted with sample
bottles, secured at a convenient point to the tailpipe (Figure
3). This is a convenient way to see at a glance any carry
over coming from any particular pan and is of benefit to the
pan boiler.

Pan control
High boiling levels may also cause carry-over. All pan

boiling levels should be calibrated, and safe working vol
umes should be demarcated with a red line. Violent circu
lation, especially when the pan is charging, should be
prevented. Vacuum was controlled at a level lower than the
working vacuum, and steam to the calandria was opened
slowlywhen the pan was charging to prevent this occurrence.
This was important with manual control but may not be as
important if the pan is automatically controlled.

Vacuum leaks
Water surges in the pan sealwell would indicate a leak on

the tailpipe. Should pan boilers observe a surge, the pan
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FIGURE 3 The "bottle" sample method installed on the pan vapour line.
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should be pressurised with steam and the vapour piping,
pan vessel and condenser should be checked for leaks.

Filter station

Sampling
The condenser waterwas sampled as previously described

(Figure 4, SI).
In addition,a continuous sample undervacuumwas taken

on the return line to the filtrate receiver (Figure 4, S2) and
analysed every two hours over a period of 24 hours to es
tablisha trend. The quantityof sample collected in this case
is important as a large quantity would indicate excessive
carry-over.

If acceptable levels from the above two points are ex
ceeded, an investigation should be made.

Filtrate pumps
Poor filtrate pump performance could be a serious cause

of carry-over of juice to the condenser and cooling tower.
Toensurethis was not happening eachfiltrate receiving tank
was fitted with a level gauge sightglass (Figure 4, LGI and
LG2). It couldbe seenat a glance if any of these tanks were
remaining full and appropriate action could be taken. In
addition, sightglasses were installed in the vacuum linejust
above the receiving tank going to the entrainment trap and
were regularly inspected forcarry-over (Figure 4,SG1). Sight
glasses were also installed on the entrainmentseparator and
on the return line to the receivers to enable a visual obser
vation of the quantity of entrainment return (Figure 4, SG2

and SG3). Thiswas conveniently installed in a position where
the pan boiler had a clear view and action was taken if
excessive entrainment return was observed.

A V-leg was installed on the return line to the high vac
uum receiver to prevent by-passing of vacuum to the en
trainment trap and also to act as a seal for juice returning
to the receiving tank (Figure 4).

Vacuum leaks
The filter vacuum lines and condenser had to be checked

for holes. A successful method was used whereby a valve
wasinstalled on the tailpipe of the condenser (Figure 4, VI).
Thisvalve was closed andwater to thefilter condenser opened
so that the condenser was flooded. The flooded condenser
overflowed into the vacuum lines, enabling the whole vac
uum system to be checked for leaks. This method high
lighted the poor state of the condenser (again relatively
inaccessible) which has since beenreplaced in stainless steel.

Vacuum control
Loss of vacuum was caused by the operatorscraping mud

offthe screens abovethe cut-offpoint,due to pooralignment
of the scraper. Excessive leaks at the vacuum heads were
alsoa source oferraticvacuum. Themethods usedto control
vacuumhead leaks havebeenpreviously described by Mack
and Mackenzie (1987) and these were used by the mainte
nance department to prevent further leaks. In addition, all
internal piping waschecked for leaks by removing the vac
uum heads and pressurising each pipe with water.
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FIGURE 4 The general arrangement of the filter station. showing sample points and sight glass positions.
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Other sugar loss sources

Crystalliser element leaks
Sugarlosses to the coolingtoweroccurredthrough leaking

coolingelementsofthe crystallisers, whichare incorporated
into the closed circuit system of the coolingtower.

Special care must be taken whensamplingthe crystallisers
as the long retention time of water in the cooling elements
of the crystalliser could lead to erroneous sampling.

For this sample, the following steps were taken:
The elements were flushed out with raw river water for

one hour. Hot water was run through for half an hour to
melt any massecuite that might have been in the cooling
elements. Raw water was again flushed through for half an
hour to remove all sugar traces before the first sample was
taken. Once the crystalliser was well flushed out a catch
samplecould be taken. A sucrose figure greaterthan 20ppm
would indicate severe contamination. Catch samples were
taken half-hourly to establish a trend.

Alternatively, the water could be allowed to stand in the
coolingelement for about 30 minutes beforesampling. ~his
would give the water time to dissolve any sugar that might
have been leaking through.

Poor housekeeping
Sugar traces in the cooling tower may be caused by the

washingout of catch trays into the closestsealwell. The way
to ensure this is not being done is by observation, and by
counselling the personnel responsible for cleaning the trays.

Summary of findings

The 1990 season started off well for Umzimkulu and by
weekno. six,boilinghouserecoveries of above 92(pol) were
beingachieved (Figure 1). No problems wereobserveduntil
week no. 12 and, although an increase in sugar carry-over
to the cooling tower was noted, undetermined pol losses
remained at acceptable levels. However, at the 1 000 ppm
level there was clearly a serious problem and the search for
the contamination began in earnest.

Random samplechecks werecarried out at various points
across the evaporators, pans and filter station but the results
were inconclusive due to scatter. It also became apparent
that visual observations were impossibledue to the lack of
sightglasses in strategic positions. Althoughmany problems
such as vapour leaks,chokedpan entrainment returns, filter
station pump problems, filter condenser leaks and crystal
liser shaft leaks were identified, the problem remained. It
was soon realised that a more systematic approach would
have to be adopted and an intensive sampling programme
was implemented in week 15.

Figure 5 showsthe differences betweensugartraces of the
condenserwaterOUT from the evaporators,pansand filters,
and those of the sample of condenserwater IN taken at the
same time. These tests wereconductedover a period offour
days and all showed similar trends to the 24 hour graph
shown below. The graph was recorded on day 4 of week 15.
Although there was a certain amount of scatter, the evap
orator trend showeda greaterincrease of sucrose lost across
the condenserthan either the pans or filters. From the results
obtained it was clear that the entrainment was occurring at

SUCROSE LOSS CONDENSER WATER AS 0 BASE
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FIGURE 5 Magnitude of entrainment represented as the difference in sucrose in water IN and QUT.
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the evaporators. This was the case as the Sunday stop re
vealed gaps in the Metex screens of the 4C vessel and par
tiallychokedMetex screens in the 4Bvessel. These problems
were rectified and afterweek 16the sugar tracein the cooling
tower reverted to normal (Figure I).

A high carry-over was again evident in week 26, high
lighted by laboratory analyses, and was visually detected
after the first routine check. This was made possible by the
new sightglasses installed in the 4Bevaporatorvessel. The
symptoms observed were those described under 'Metex
screens' of the evaporators. A set of special samples taken
confirmed this and the problem was rectified during the
weekend shutdown. From week 26 to the end of the year
no furtherproblems were experienced withcarry-over to the
cooling tower.

Sugar loss
To quantify accurately the sugar losses over a period of

sugarcontamination to a cooling tower is very difficult due
to a number of factors affecting the degree ofcontamination,
suchas manualblowdown, the dilutioneffect frompansand
evaporator condensers, and natural biodegradation of sugar
in the tower.

A sucrose loss equivalent to 0,I% of factory throughput
causing sugarconcentrations in condenser waterto increase
by 20 ppm has beenpreviously quoted by de Robillard and
Purchase (1986). However, due to an unknown quantity of
raw water being added to the cooling tower as blowdown
during this period, meaningful figures using these calcula
tions cannot be reached.

A further attempt using the known quantity of watercir
culationand the rise in ppm overa periodof time was tried.

Figure 6 shows the carry-over trend based on a 24 hour
average for each week in which high carry-over was re
corded. It is evidentthat afterthe initialblowdown following
eachweekend stop there was a sharp increase in carry-over,
but thereafter the continued manual blowdown clouds the
issue, and the calculation, using the quantity of water recir
culated as a basis, becomes erroneous.

A subsequent calculation based on the increase in unde
terminedlossin weeks 14and 15 compared withthe average
undetermined loss for the season shows an estimated 112
tons of sugar could have been lost. As other factors beside
carry-over could affect undetermined loss, thisfigure ismerely
an indication, but it is significant that in weeks 14 and 15
undetermined loss increased substantially.

Recommendations

It is important that correct sampling procedures and anal
yses beadheredto sothat a trend maybeestablished. Sample
points must be installed so that sampling is done at the
correct places.

The probable causes for each area where carry-over may
occur, i.e. evaporators, pans, crystallisers and filters, must
be systematically and comprehensively checked.

The following plant modifications were done and are sug
gested to facilitate investigations:
• Sight glasses on the evaporatorcondenser
• Sight glasses on the vacuum linefrom theevaporatorcon

denser to the vacuum pumps
• Sight glasses above each set of Metex screens
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• A recheck of the water sprays to clean the Metex screens
on the run (Taylor, 1987). If necessary, implementation
of a screen change roster

• Sight glasses on each pan save-all return pipe
• Installation of the 'bottle' sample system on all pans
• A wash system on all pan entrainment return pipes
• Sight glasses on the filter entrainment return line or catch

pot

• Level gauge or sight glass on each filter vacuum receiving
tank

• A U-tube arrangement on the filter entrainment return
line.

Conclusions

Experience at Umzimkulu has shown that the implemen
tation of a standard operating procedure for sugar losses to
the cooling tower has resulted in less time spent finding and
correctly diagnosing the source of contamination. It has also
resulted in the process staff gaining confidence in looking
for the carry-over problems.

The implementation of the modifications carried out to
plant equipment has resulted in sugar losses to the cooling
tower being maintained at below 30 ppm. The fact that fur
ther sugar losses have been prevented constitutes an addi
tional financial saving.

The prevention of sucrose contamination to the cooling
tower has resulted in a cleaner cooling tower and a cost
saving in chemicals, improved heat transfer efficiencies and
a reduction in metal corrosion in the plant.

From the experience at Umzimkulu it can with confidence
be recommended that the implementation of these proce
dures and modifications will benefit performance in the
factory.
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